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Hi I'm Sharon, and I’m Lisa, and together we’re The Introvert Sisters
We're glad you joined the show,
are we doing the same thing every time now. All right, let's get let's get right to it with
introverts uniting separately although not for too much longer but we will talk about
that. Okay, so what's been happening with you, says,
well, so last week. So, let's see. Okay, so let's start with the good, or the fantastic
actually fantastic, is that I had my beloved niece who I believe you do know quite
well i don't
i don't know her very very well we're you know we're closely related, shall we say,
even know her better than I had, I had my PC with me. And so that was absolutely
lovely we had a blast. And yeah you know I'm we're a mixed. I guess a dietarily
mixed household, so you know, I'm vegan and cheese. Allegedly, an omnivore on
their army it's
a very small circle, it's very corny.
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Right, it's very corny and even within the carny existence. Anyways, so you know
she got some chicken and some have and what a pasta. Yeah, right. Yeah, and I had
special ambassador. You know, so it was it was good, it was nice and quiet. Um, we
ended up leaving home, which, you know, normally, normally, well, I think a lot of
people travel to wherever they're going and then that's it and they they stay with me.
We ended up leaving because she had stuff she she had gotten
a lovely birthday presents that she needed to collect
that she needed to collect and we leave that there. So, we went into the city to deal
with that but, um, you know, speaking of people being in the city people travelling it's
like, yeah, so I was glad to see that the city was pretty quiet. Okay. Right. Um, you
know like, even, you know, Bryant Park was quiet the stores were empty is glad to
see that there was no sanitizer everywhere it goes back. Wonderful certain protocols
are in place but you know I saw online that about almost a million people per day
pass through one question checkpoints from
Friday through Wednesday, or having to stay home, if you can
I.
Alright,
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Nuff said, and it's like, those are some of the biggest crowds, since COVID-19
started BB pandemic started. Yeah, sorry March, I guess. Right, okay. And so I was
a little bit disturbed by that, especially since in the New York area New York is re
developing into another hotspot arrived. Right. And so, yeah, so you know, travel,
travel is a concern. And, you know, speaking of travel. I guess is the pot calling the
kettle black but can I just say, you know, I plan to adhere to every protocol. Yes,
every protocol is different to the Thanksgiving travels I feel like a lot of people just
like short of an airport you know master sanitizer no
yeah well you're not gonna travel like that. I mean you are you are always cautious
about germs anyway.
Yeah,
even before COVID.
Right, so.
No no no, actually
I was I was I was, I was thinking about this I was thinking about this because
because Didn't you early in the year, get out of LA, just before they closed it, but you
managed to get out safely because you were sanitising everything that you touched.
Everything was actually a big
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I literally travelled with like one of those tubs of Clorox wipes and gloves and 90%
alcohol,
like full right so you are. So you're ready, you're ready for this travel and you know in
fairness, you are basically not let your home since restrictions, have been in place.
No,
I haven't. i haven't but also the difference is, with the Thanksgiving travellers versus
this is that of course there are protocols for getting for international travel. Yes, to
their protocols for getting into Barbados so before I even leave here. I have to have a
negative quote unquote test so let's start there.
Yes, right yes yes
yes so you know
I have paid some of my life savings.
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Yes. Well, you know, let me let me let me just chip right in there because because
my, my daughter Your Beloved, your beloved niece has just made it to the island.
After finishing school for for this semester, you know, for Thanksgiving break anyway.
And so yeah we paid some of our life savings for her to get the test I was actually
really pleased because at one point it was going to be a big headache Where are
you getting this test because Barbados has very strict, you know, you have to have
that test within 72 hours of travel. But what they live.
Our little island. Yeah, versus some other big countries who shall remain nameless
where I'm at right now actually have these protocols in place that they're adhering
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to the way, what do they do well they do but but you know the good thing is that, you
know, they listen. So people are saying look we're travelling from the US we're
finding it hard to get a test within the time period so they partnered with an
organisation, a lab that operates in US and Canada and you know the people will
send you out your test come and administer take it away and guarantee the results
within 48 hours, so you can no travel. And so, that whole that whole process worked
pretty smoothly. You know she was out of the airport, by the time you by the time this
airs. She will be, she will be home. Right. Right now she she's important right now
she's in quarantine. But you know they're they're, you know they're not making any
exceptions and they are finding people who break quarantine right there was
apparently I was hearing about a story yesterday about an American who came and
said I'm American, I don't have to wear a mask. They said, this is Barbados. We're
arresting you. And they did good. And the person had to pay a fine. You know,
because people feel, you know these, you know descendants of colonisers feel that
this is still going on. They can just come into the country that they're deemed to be
lesser than. Yeah, and do as they please. Yeah, but no, I'm glad that they were
arrested. Yeah,
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I you know I've actually seen, I've seen a few things recently where people have said
you know they have taken advantage of the welcome stamp which I believe we've
mentioned earlier in the series, and they've come to Barbados, and you know there
was a Canadian who's been working here for a month and he says, you know, he is
happy because people are taking it seriously. He says, everybody knows the
numbers of cases, everybody knows the protocols and, you know, the vast majority
of people are adhering to them so he feels safer in Barbados than he did in Canada,
which is a great, great testimony.
Is that an article somewhere or whatever
it is, You know, I think it was on Facebook, which means I may never find it again.
It's similar stories, yes I can feel very safe in Barbados.
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Yes. Okay. So, apart from that, the other stuff that I've been doing is I run an anti
racism workshop as you know we have gotten blacker blacker blacker is on this
podcast and that has sort of spilled over into our writing lives. Okay, which is good.
Yes. And so we are going to follow it up, we have a follow up, follow up which is
probably going to come out just after this airs. And then next year we plan to rent run
several of them and we're also starting a support group so people can do monthly
activity. I got my first paid commission for an anti racism article. I feel like you know
that, that is that is a joy, and I started pulling my essay collection together tentatively
tentatively titled, and tired of racism. Stories True Stories of existing while black. You
heard it here first folks.
Because you're really. You're just so prolific so prolific and so consistent. And, you
know, I'm just in all. Oh,
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thank you. Because when you think about it just has been a few months. Yeah, it's
been it's been six months, nearly six months. Yeah, I think I am I look back I think I
wrote the first article towards the end of May. So it's literally been six months. I have,
you know, I know have you know a few dozen articles. And so I put together a
collection, including a couple of pieces that have not been published anywhere else.
Always good to have a couple of those always good to have a couple of those I'm
working on that and hopefully that's going to come out in January. I can't even say
we're going to we're going to share a link in the show notes because it's not at that
stage yet you're not quite we're not quite there. Yeah, no, no, no, no, we will be
talking about this for our next season. I was
just gonna say that's what season three is.
Exactly, exactly. Okay, so let's let's let's um let's move on to in our world CES, you
want to take this.
Yes. And so in our world we are here we are basically at the end of November. Right.
I ended November beginning of December. And, you know, it's Christmas is almost
here the year is almost at the end.
And
I don't know about you but when I look back on 2020 and August, it has been, I think
that the official letters of 2020 should be WTF.
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Yeah, I can, what do you think I could, I could yeah WTF and bln
WTF.
Right. Okay, so why why WTF what has
shocked you this year. out of. OMG as well a lot of OMT but
I love it, I love it. The letters, the letters of the year.
Yes. So, um, of course, so so let's go through an exploit. I'm sure this cannot be a
surprise. Yeah, explain in detail that is a backup.
Okay. Okay. The big WTF, of course, is
that nobody could have seen it coming. Nobody. It sounds like it literally does sound
like and feel, you know like the plague,
it knows it knows. And so
that, of course, is the major event if you want to call it that. It has affected. Everyone
globally is still affecting and I think it's actually going to go on. I think when it started,
we thought, Okay, well, you know by
October November, it will be done it sounds like the Great War right. It'll all be over
by Christmas. But no,
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I'll be by Christmas and everything was back to normal but clearly that is not the
case. I don't think it's going to be the case even six months into next year
to be perfect. Right. Yeah, it may you know if we're lucky. Things will start to get back
to some sort of normality towards the end of next year. Yeah, maybe. If we're lucky,
you know, And then, you know, a
part of another big moment was the great toilet paper shortage.
Yes. Who knew or knew that you could run out of something that wasn't actually
required for the symptoms of the disease, but let's just let's just leave it there. I don't
think we need to go down that rabbit hole.
I understood I understood Clorox. Yeah, I understood alcohol I understood all that
paper. No.
Okay, let's let's move on. Let's move on. No need to say any more about that
bushfires bushfires in Australia wildfires in the West Coast. The Earth was burning
for fires. Sorry, I said the earth was burning. Not enough that we had a pandemic the
earth was burning. I mean, you know, then you know
was there was an exit.
Yes.
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Yes.
Again, who could have who could have seen that it seemed like okay this is such a
beautiful story such a fairy tale This is wonderful. You know, wrong girl
got got, you know, gotten in there. I'm right back out again the other
people were like Oh hell no. Make your entire life living a living hell. And so, you
know, Max it occurred. Yes, Brexit,
which is which is you know they're still it's still ongoing. Can I can I just say, this is
the only thing that is longer than the US election. I mean, they've been working on
this for four years. Yes, you know, let's just move on.
It makes no sense. It makes no sense. Then of course you know there was the great
what I call the reaping, which, you know, I'm sure, a statistician would probably say
oh well you know there were no more deaths than than normal you know not non
cool that related deaths right but it seemed to be anything because the entire world
felt like it had come to a standstill like it had gone crazy and been upended, and
then, you know, Colby Bryant died Boltzmann died with Richard john lewis Andre
Harrell Electra Beck
rbg.
rbge Sean Connery Kelly Preston Eddie Van Halen,
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I mean, Kenny Rogers Kirk Douglas Nikita pearl willing gua.
I mean, yeah, she she she was the star of the Ranger but you know of course this is
not
anyone exhausted. Not at all.
Not far from it but these are people who were refuelled stolen from us.
Yes. Yes. And then, and then of course it just,
it just, it just added to the tragedy and sense of doom. It did. That was 2020.
And then, and then the Olympics were postponed along with a whole bunch of other
sporting events, of course,
right yeah Olympics I think the NFL cancelled their entire season Yes,
all, all sorts of events got, you know, the you know the the Premier League league
football got postponed. I mean, everything, everything, everything, everything so the
you know there was no distraction, but just sorted out for folks so no distraction in
sport and entertainment concerts were cancelled galore. Of course. Yeah, right. And
then,
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then the orange one. Yes, of course, yes, no as if the year weren't kind of lighting
seen enough, then the orange one was impeached. Mm hmm. And that, again, then,
to make it worse. Because I was kind of happy when that happened.
Yes. Then he was acquitted, which I was not happy about
the with, you know, because the republicans have no models but you know they're,
they continue to prove Yes, as they continue to prove.
Right then, speaking of people in that sphere of life, you know that it was like the
never ending election. Mm hmm. Right. Which kind of is still
going on. As we by the time this comes out in may still not be over. And hope. Yeah.
Because the orange man baby refuses to concede and accept the facts that are
obvious to everyone. Let's not say any more about that you know we've made our
thoughts on this clear already in a couple of election specials go back and listen.
Yes, please go back and listen. Yes,
we are not happy, it was all in saying he should have been impeached. And the
election should be done with
yes pretty good summary.
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In related news, of course, again, political unrest, the pandemic etc And so of course
the stock market crashed
yes the
stock market crash. Right. Mm hmm. In related news this i'm sure fed into that as
well. There were race riots in the United States and around the world
around the world chess and
around the world and the Black Lives Matter movement sort of regained momentum
but of course why it regained momentum is because black people are still being
slain, and murdered with impunity by police
in the United States. Exactly, exactly. So you know there's really a sense that it was
kind of a sense that we had reached a point where more people were becoming
aware of what black people had always known, but you know the pace of change is
slow, you know and and you know white supremacy is is you know as someone
says, you know why supremacy is the water it's not the shark right we're all
swimming in it. I don't know, I don't know if listen if that is your quote, tell us who you
know we're very happy to credit you. Yes. Yeah. Okay, so, so yes, exactly so we
don't want to steal your stuff if it's yours tell us.
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Again, again speaking speaking of white supremacy. So, that people are saying
protesting in the streets. Please don't kill us.
Yeah, right. Please don't you know
if if we must be murdered please at least hold the, the murderers accountable
exactly why people
white people are on the streets protesting because they want to hear cut, caring,
they want to hear cut and they don't want to rip backs.
Yes. And then, then they're equating God with being enslaved. No, that's so mind
blowing in this mind blowingly disrespectful.
It's disrespectful It is so blind and I
know we can do a whole episode on that but
it's, it just shows the chasm that exists between colour coded black reality
and white real, absolutely, absolutely we,
you know, black people are protesting. This, for for our lives. Yes, you know, your
characters protesting because she wants her Jennifer Addison Erica.
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Yeah. Moving on. Okay, but not moving on because black on Tuesday,
which was related to the George Floyd BLM protests, yeah. I don't know if it was, I
think like a blackout Tuesday had some, some positive effects. A lot of it was
performed and we did an entire episode on this and we'll drop the link in the, in the
show notes. Absolutely, I got chills they happen and we I'm glad it happened, in a
way, because it almost. It provides a benchmark against which we can measure
people's actual commitment to anti racism to activism.
Yes, I agree racism. I agree, I agree. Yes. And then, because you know 2020 is the
gift that keeps on taking. We had murder Hornets
also randomly I think it's also been one of the warmest years on record. Yes.
We have plugs and places to
Barbados have floods. Yes,
yes. Yeah, the North, nearly got washed away.
Yeah, murder Hornets, yes.
Um,
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you know, a girl so many things anyway there's there's gonna stuff. We're gonna
keep going down the list but there's stuff, even in addition to the murder. Yeah,
we'll get there.
We'll get there. But then, you know, there, there was the explosion that killed over
100 million people and that was not the only one that's the one that we've listed. Yes,
I mean, there were others,
you know, for almost everything that we have listed here. there's more. There's more,
you know, then there's, you know there were speaking of protests there were
Nigerian protests against their special anti robbery squad, which sounds like you
know like a modern black version of the SS.
Yes it does. You know they're just going and they're they're ripping people
there even people, you know, so if anybody who has seen the ad SARS hashtag,
you know it's not about the disease. It is about this special anti robbery squad. Yes,
and how and how, you know, basically Nigerian civilians are just being murdered
extorted and murdered and extorted
yes yes
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yes with impunity, you know, no I don't know our money has raised us
to only say something about people. About people
have anything good to say don't say anything at all so I'm going to see
if we are if one got COVID, move on, move on, move on we saying nothing more,
but are you seeing the grin on my face so
that was bad. Okay. And back to back to revelations.
Back to Revelation.
So then once. There were a lot of swarms of locusts in East app
that is literally been biblical right literally been another Ebola outbreak, literally
biblical cause plagues. It's like a plague within a plague.
You know, we're
also currently experiencing a second wave of COVID. Again biblical because people,
people please I don't know how to tell you this, where you're flipping.
Yes. How hard is it rinse and sanitise wear your mask sanitise your hands and stop
gathering a large amount of numbers.
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Yes.
Because I don't know if you remember one
of the things I did to entertain myself was, I did a little mini Calypso thing,
yoga, yes you're going to post that you're going to add
right because sometimes sometimes, they need to receive the message maybe in a
different way,
maybe that I think that is a great that is a great idea assists. Oh,
you know just just just you do this one you do the last one,
so that there's a vaccine in development. There are actually about four different
vaccines in development in different using different methods, wonderful wonderful
wonderful but it turns out, and I don't know which one this is one of them could
increase the risk of getting HIV, because you couldn't just have a vaccine that
worked, and which one is that I wonder which one that is because I need to know
which one to avoid.
You know, anyway I
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do we will have we'll have all the information in the in the show notes about which
which specific vaccine in the world
is like 2020, just has been. And you know there's been, there's been a lot, a lot of.
Some would say bad some would say, tragic. Yes, events that have happened is
certainly difficult to process. Mm hmm. It has felt just like you. You can't get settled
you don't know what's happening with life, everything is topsy turvy is extremely
stressful. And people are just going through too much, you know so i think i think
basically globally everybody is in one of these stages of grief.
Well basically not good that could well be I mean you know there's there's definitely a
sense of of loss of something's, certainly, you know you're not, you know, there's
certain, there's a there's a certain rhythm to your year that has been completely
disrupted. You know there are certain things that you take for granted, I mean we
you know most people take for granted the ability to travel it well. For example, yeah.
And you you know you you can't risk it. Yeah, you know. Yeah, so So let's talk a little
bit about the good and the bad of 2020 for us personally
personally because of me we've dealt with all the global stuff yeah and you know
there also has been we'll we'll I'll drop a link we'll drop a link in the in the show notes
about some of the good stuff. Globally, that has been good stuff
that has been good.
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Although the quote unquote bad stuff seems overwhelming but yes so you start with
what
yeah so.
So in 20 been like,
yeah, 2020 2020 has been interesting, I mean, there's always been throughout the
walk, a thread throughout the year with my daughter at school, in the US has been,
you know, the travel, the travel slash COVID equation, you know, which has resulted
in a bunch of flight cancellations bus cancellations you name it every practically
every flight that has been booked this year has had to be rebooked, I would say, a
minimum of three times and one of them I think it was five, because things kept
because the situation was so fluid. So you never quite felt like you know you know
normally you book a flight you know when you're going. It never felt settled it has
never felt settled throughout the entire year. You know when she was coming back in
the early stages when she was going back to school now she's coming back again.
And also there's all of that, there is you know concern about, about, you know her
well being, in terms of how different the college experience is this year. Right. There
is
not what she signed up for at all. This is not right
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or wrong. No, no, you know, so I think everybody is having that to deal with I mean
one of my friend's children said, you know, I'm doing this course, and I feel like you
know they could have done at least some of it in person because it seems so weird
to do it online, it just doesn't feel quite real. Right, so there was that which you know,
obviously, you know that always occupies some mental space there was my
appearance as a parent
you know I would imagine once you're even in the best of times you know your
cowboy cubs or cubs are not with you. Mm hmm. You know, and there's, you know,
these you burst them. Right. Going to, you're going to be occupying your mind and
your heart and your, your green space, you know, you're going to be concerned but
this year.
Yeah, well, and more. Exactly, exactly. So then the sort of you know so so there was
that there was, you know, within the family, you know, sort of job retrenchment, and
so on you know so i think you know we ended up with at one stage, we ended up
with about 80% less income than we had had before, for a couple of months. How
did you how did you
not to dig into your business,
girl.
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Well, you know, the thing is that, you know, sometimes you have a rainy day fund
and so it rained, and we use the funds so we don't have a rainy day fund anymore,
right, we got to start reading as gone as well. Exactly, exactly. So I know you know, I
know you know you know that the you know the times when you bring in the x value
you save that extra couple hundred here and a couple hundred there that paid off.
Because it enabled us to keep paying our bills like many, you know, like many people
we did you know if they you know when they you know if they offered a mortgage
holiday we took it if they offered a payment holiday we took it and you know you'll
have to pay for that down the line, but, you know, it was a it enabled us to keep
going. I had some a bunch of clients, in addition to the ones that went all together I
had a couple who who wanted to stay but use this as an excuse to underpay me,
quote unquote, to keep everybody working, but you know they mean you know they
were offering a ridiculous payment. You know what I mean. So, so they went to, but
you know, that actually also enabled us to do things like launch this podcast, right,
because I think we have free time. We had free time so we launched a podcast or
pandemic project and you know here we are, 30 episodes in, and you know we're
very happy about that. into Season Two into season two. You know, over on this
side, you know I had more family time because at the point where my daughter
finally made it home you know we were home because we didn't go anywhere
because COVID. Right, right
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I joined a fitness support group Hey 5050s, shout out to them. In January, it is still
going which is amazing in November because you know a lot of these ventures fail
very early on in the year. Right. And then I beat up like my workout. I got some new
clients. I launched the answer, I launched the anti racism newsletter yeah things we
covered things we covered later in the year. Right, I think, March, April, May were a
little low. And then they started to pick up in summer. As things started to open up I
guessed it on some podcasts, I joined a writer mentoring group as a mentor, I started
teaching anti racism courses with a beyond school. And then, my daughter turned 18
which is a big milestone for both the child and the parent I don't know where the time
went but you know she she's an amazing human being. So proud to say really really
is. Okay, so what about you know
um so you know this was, you know, like everybody else. It was a year of highs and
lows so you know I lost a job. Right. I even predated that the whole COVID job loss,
actually, because I lost my own January 10. I started off the year that's how my year
started rough. It started with, like, you know, that kind of expression. Yeah. Right so
lost a job, you know, eventually, I got a job, and I still, you know, and the company
seems nice people see what's a wonderful so let's see how that goes. But at least
you know there as you put it there was a recovery. Yes, um, I had last week. I put on
every pound
like pandemic bonds girl.
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I am. There's more.
Absolutely. Right. pleasantly fluffy.
Beautiful exciting.
I love it.
Right, um, you know, some good things that happened went to her Fashion Week for
the first time, this was just prior to, to COVID, right, like a few weeks prior also a few
weeks prior went to Cali, for the first time, with, with Tyrion so that was wonderful.
Right. And no this year this year. You know my niece and I got to spend, actually,
comparatively speaking quite a lot of time together. Yeah, right. So that was
wonderful. Right, it's always good to be with family and it was good for both of us
because you know when she's here. She's not far away from you guys. Yeah. I think
it helps her to have someone that she, you know, loved relative of her that she
adores yes
that's that's very helpful,
she happens to adore you all but I think it comforts her knowing that she can, you
know, we can get to each other.
Yes, yes, very important, very grateful for that actually.
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So, again with the you know highs and lows you know so the I, I have another
podcast as you say that one has been on hiatus for a while. Most of the year,
actually,
well I guess yeah because if I recall correctly you, I guess, I guess COVID, you
know, because I think that's when it stopped. That was it. I
think I think that was maybe February record recorded but didn't drop.
Right, right.
It was actually the episode with our very first special guest Oh,
I know.
That's sad.
It's
because we're so excited about it.
So excited felt so accomplished you know the podcasts have been going for a while
and it was gaining momentum. And now we're ready to mature and we're going to
have a first guessing of encoder. Right.
Mm hmm. Oh well.
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But, as you mentioned, we started this cat stuff and you know we've been going
strong and, you know, the interesting thing is that the same thing that the corporate
situation that made it necessary to put the other one on hiatus was what made it
possible for this one to come into.
Absolutely,
yes you know and and don't get me wrong, the other podcast is still, you know, alive
and viable and you know we're planning to relaunch early next year so it's not it's not
a dead. Yes, it's just like, you know, it's like it's like a small business that close during
during court. Yes. Yeah, of course. Um, so I started anti racism writing. Like you did
because of the George Floyd situation I just felt like I got to the point where I could
not be silent, any longer.
Absolutely. You know,
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and I'm like, Okay, well, I don't have a big platform but I but I do have a platform. Are
you going to use it. I the talent, and I will use them both to the best of my ability to do
my part two, put an end to this auto to racism. Right. Unfortunately, I also temporarily
stopped anti racism writing. I think I think I mentioned on one of our episodes, one it
was actually for health reasons, What happened was, because 2020 is 2020 I also
got the worst migraine of my life. And it went on for a month and a half. That is a hell
of a long time since it, it was it was hellish, I can't Yes. Oh my god, begin to describe
it, I literally I mean you hear people talk about wanting to chop your head off. I was
there. Right. excruciating pain and so anyways so of course I was barely able to
function. And so I didn't do a lot of writing during that time I've done odds and ends.
But, you know, I'm definitely looking forward to getting back into the swing is full
swing. Yeah, and I think what I might do, I might drop another follow up to May, you
might be a racist if. Oh,
I have a guided about that. I have excited about that.
Yes, so that that might be my last hurrah for this, this year and then start,
you know, fresh next year
starting again strong in 2021. I really discovered how much of an introvert I am,
which I mean, I joined a couple of WhatsApp apps WhatsApp groups that you know
you and I have this and we're always saying you know text or call.
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Yeah,
your notifications all that stuff to avoid all that input. And I realised that like well this is
honestly not just theoretical, like, No, no, no, no,
no clear not not theoretical at all.
Not only groups, or groups I am for a slightly different reason.
Working for me. I'm just going to meet these groups, and never do this again. So,
that's it. I'm like you I guess it on my first podcast so that was awesome. Yes,
Charlotte the writer, yes, one that was actually one of the highlights of the year.
Oh yeah. Yeah, that was a that was a great episode.
You're not biassed at all.
Not at all. Not at all. Not at all.
And also my friend Russell Taylor, who is a wonderful singer and recording artist.
He
invited me and some others to participate in a music video, and one of his songs that
he released the server.
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You're going to drop that link. Okay.
I mean, of course it's associate distance music,
it doesn't matter. It's exciting though it's
different. Bass career matters still.
Yes.
It's not before we
actually hear truth be told me when we told me that word. I know, you know,
I heard that word, you know, but I don't actually know what colour it is, is lilac for
regular people, okay.
With with our mother's vocabulary.
Okay, fine. Your true.
Um, so, yes. Meanwhile in other smart things that happen I got robbed.
Yeah, you know,
I clean why I'm saying safe, all as well. But that was a bizarre experience,
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I'm sure, um you know it doesn't feel good.
It does not feel good. I mean you were you actually you've,
I've been robbed your place. I've had my place robbed.
Yeah, you had your place robbed, I was robbed, you were actually robbed and i think
i think that i think yours was probably worse, actually, in terms of like the the ongoing
or you know long term effects of it
because it took a long time to sleep.
Yeah. No. Yeah, I'm like okay well you know some idiot, you know, sort of stole my
phone but you know what, I was physically saying Yeah, no, he will, or she, he I
know it I know I actually know who took it. But, yeah, you know, he will he will get
what's coming to him.
of course karma is real karma
by Ty yeah but now it was it was, I actually I guess why, in a way, I almost can't even
take it seriously because it's so 2020. Yeah, it's like, of course, of course, for the first
time in my life, this would be the first time I get robbed.
Right, of course,
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naturally, you know, again from, you know, the lowest of the year to the highs of the
year I also was featured on the NASDAQ screen the big screen in Times Square,
wow, who saw that coming. Right. Yes. So that was kind of amazing mind blowing
like many things this year mind blowing but this time in a positive way yeah just right.
Mm hmm. Um, and then I also made some good new friends on social media,
Facebook, LinkedIn, a couple of Instagrams,
I should have mentioned that Me too.
Yeah, yeah. And like, but I think part of what happened this year is okay we're going
to discount, all the people who are at home, just friending people for no reason. And
y'all need to stop doing that.
Stop. That is not very introvert friendly
people, you may know, you don't know that.
Yes. That is a very important BFA here No, I said, whenever I see people you may
know, I said, but I don't know,
is clicking remove remove remove remove remove. And then, then find entire
section.
Yes, until they bring it back again he's
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like, geez. How many times do I have to hide this view to just hide it permanently
right What do I have to do. Listen,
there's something else, you know, every time I noticed. Just today that I was seeing
a bunch more ads. I see but I've turned off the ad preferences I've turned on
everything you turn on I went back to look at the ad section and there's a whole
bunch of new things in there that weren't there before, so I know he's gonna go back
and turn things off again.
You know, maybe when I when I come to visit you and I can go through mine
together as well and. But anyway, I gotta say on the positive side.
Yes, that's positive.
We got a super, super sidetrack there did meet some, some good friends and
connections are genuine. And I think because this year has been this year. There's a
lot less Bs and more genuine connection, and more. More greater authenticity.
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Yes, and let me jump in there to say that, you know, we suddenly became part of
black LinkedIn which we didn't even know was there all the, all of a sudden, you
know, there are all these anti racism and de IB. You know practitioners and activists
who are on LinkedIn who are publishing, and all of a sudden we found ourselves in
that group by dint of a couple of articles and and you know, no names, aren't you
know people are saying oh me you know you've got to follow this person you know
he was following he said he was follow Sharon Hurley Hall you know the address is
just, just completely amazing to me that from that from nothing. You know from me to
know all of a sudden, I find myself in the company of some very big names, as far as
I'm concerned, I mean, you know people that the people that I have kind of looked up
to and said oh wow they're doing such great things. You're
Asian and Madison and
guess
what exists, but how did that happen I don't know you know. Anyways, you're
amazing.
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We'll drop some links in here that has been very inspiring to me. Uh huh, for multiple
reasons but particularly since like I said I was on the kind of honour roll, and you
know the headache from how happened, and literally put a screenshot to everything.
And, you know, I've been, I've mentioned before, I've been feeling really bad about
that because I don't, I feel like I'm not producing enough. But what's been interesting
to see is you know so as you need to be easier on yourself and people teach you,
they say reflect on, you know love and appreciation and respect and joy back to you.
Yes, because people are not seem to be. Why have you written anything, or you're
really fallen off. No, it's nothing like that people are like, you know, on the strength of
what you wrote. Yeah, right. We, we read you X number of months ago we respect
you, you are part of our group
exactly because because your expertise your stuff was your stuff was awesome, and
hard hitting. And so I think people, people relate to that people respect that and you
know you don't have to talk a lot to make an impression.
Well that's been, you know, part of my lesson.
Yeah, you mean think of the number of people you know the number of famous
authors they are who wrote one good book. Yeah, right. You know, you know, girl, let
me tell you one good bestseller and a Christmas song.
Exactly, exactly.
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I do have a Christmas song by the way, year I believe and I had written it so well we
should do something with that. I know I have to I would love to get it recorded
because it's a good song. I'm saying those people because you have to love your
own babies, and I love what I wrote. Right,
right. So, we will. We'll have to do something about that. We'll chat offline.
It's going to happen it's going to happen. So, and then I also started meditating
regularly. Yes, which I think in this year, all yours is so
you're you're regularly as poor probably more regular than my regular, I might
meditation group that used to meet weekly on a Monday moved online. So on a
Monday evening I attend an online meditation session.
Yes, I used to, I used I used to attend that as well but then the audio started going as
well but that's what happened for me. Yeah, and I couldn't actually really hear
anything from you so I'm like okay well I can't. Yeah, no, I can't hear what's going on
property so
yes it's been better recently. So, okay, yeah. All right.
But, you know, I think the meditation has been has been very helpful. I'm sure you
know and yes you're, you're doing yours once a week but you know once a week is
better than nothing.
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Yes. Actually I do, meditate more than once a week you know I try and do it a couple
more times in the week. That's, um, so that has been a good thing for me too. Yeah.
Yeah, no, this because this year has, apart from having more time again Okay, you
know, like you said everything got cut off. You had more time. Yeah. And you know
you feel you feel the time with other things, one of which was meditation. But now
okay that no has it slot in your life, okay does,
it does it does. So, even though this mean things have gotten busier again now, you
know, it's there are a number of things that we continue to fit in that had not been
there at the beginning of the year.
Um, so, you know what I learned or had me enforced in 2020. For me, you know,
and please jump in with, you know, whatever is. So for you, but for me today is
everything. Yes, right, which I've always I've always known and believed, but this
year, of course, definitely reinforced that, you know, it was, it was difficult, feeling like
you could not get to more people. Yes, and bond with them and feeling all that
concern and not being even suddenly not being able to celebrate you know when we
had a big birthday, for example, You know your your daughter had a big birthday as
well. Yeah, no, we celebrated we celebrated but it was different, but it just sort of
reinforced like I said the importance of how we hold it, dear.
Yeah, you know,
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that's why that's why Yeah, I'm going through all of this to try and get home for
Christmas because this year of all yours.
You want to really just reinforce that i mean you know we got creative we got creative
I mean I remember that on mommy's big birthday we had you on WhatsApp or zoom
or something the entire day while we were doing different things, you know, we've
learned how to use the technology to, to, to be together, even when we can't be
physically together and rarely you know that is a very good thing. And you know,
speaking of that I you know I co sign on what you, you said about virtual friendships
are good necessary, you know, connection connection with people as necessary.
And you know it seems a strange thing for an introvert to say, but, you know, but
yeah but yeah you know we still value we value in it's not that we're hiding in a
corner. We value genuine connections with people. And you know, technology can
help you make those connections even with people that you're not you know I have a
bunch of writer friends Oh, and I've never met face to face some of them I have
known since 2005 right and we are still in touch you know we you know, either
through you know by commenting on their blogs on social media or whatever we're
still in touch. One of them is a very faithful listener, of our podcast hi Mitch Thank
you.
We aren't you we appreciate you we do it
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we do appreciate you. Okay so virtual and you know virtual friendships are not only
good and necessary but they're also real. They are real. They are real, because
I don't know there's people that I've met online, this year that are so in my corner,
right, and years and right you know somehow somehow I don't know what this year
it's like I said it cuts through a lot of the clutter and Bs. And so the connections are so
genuine and there's some people that there's some kind of genuine bond and make
with. And they are 100% there for you so Exactly.
You know cheering you on and vice versa.
It's lovely. It is it really is. Yeah. Oh,
another thing that I learned how to be enforced. I don't ever want to have to go back
to working in an office. From. No, I don't need to tell you.
No no no, I'm that's not it's not a surprise to me that you love it. You know we've been
talking about this for years, you know, I remember you know a couple of years ago
you saying you know if I could just get a job that I could do from home. I'm looking at
it. You remember that you
could have done without there being a five debbik. Boy, envy, my manifestation.
Oh wow. Yes. What else have you learned what else have you learned,
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like we were just talking about a spiritual practice of some kind, is vital just for
balance,
you know, keeping balance keeping an even keel, being able to cope and just
navigate through, you know the ebbs and flows of what 2020 has been in life and life
always has as it flows, it does so, having the capacity to centre yourself unsettling
yourself and be able to deal with whatever is coming at you from a balance
perspective is a necessary skill. Yeah. Yeah. So what else What about you,
alone time is essential alone time is essential. And I think everybody has discovered.
I think many people have discovered that they're more resilient than they thought
because you know we're all coping with something huge and unexpected. And many
of us are finding ways to do something good, create something good out of that
experience it has been hard. You know people have lost people people have lost
friendships, you know, but, but they have also gained friendships they have
discovered new skills they have learned things, you know, so it's very very very very
important pivoting pivoting is important. Don't you agree, yes,
you know, yes, yes. Well, that's part of that, that's tied into the spiritual practice thing
for me, because of course, if you're centred, you know, x, x thing happens you know
you do pandemic you lose your job, etc etc etc. These things happen. Okay, what
are you going to do, how are you going to handle it, without freaking out.
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Yeah, as much as
possible, and then based on that. What are you going to how are you going to
change your life and circumstances your habits, etc. In order to regain equilibrium.
Exactly, yes,
you know I've we've even started this podcast that was a that was
taught,
we had talked about this literally for years. Yes, I remember, I remember over there,
we would walk around the golf course planning to change the world and we reboot
our lives. And every single year we would talk about it but this was the year that we
did it.
Yep. I know it's done. And now we're here and we're doing it and you know it's here
to stay close here,
right, and speeding speeding up that, that kind of thing. So, another thing that I
guess I realised, or I realised I came into more more well I don't know if that's the
right term, but it's sort of solidified itself my stance on racism. And my commitment to
anti racist,
I cosign always
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been that person
I cosign. I have
always been that person. But this is the year that it. You know, I started to sort of
communicate that more open.
I agree with you i agree with you because because I've always thought, you know
racism is wrong this is stupid. You know, we you know this is not the word that we
should be living in, but it wasn't something that I talked about openly. So this is the
year, we will talk about it, we will talk about it, you know you talk about your friends,
right, your black friends, kind of a, you know, and the occasional white friend who is
really interested. Right. But generally, it was it was a private matter, and now it's like,
nope. We're coming out with what we think about it. It matters.
Yeah, and I am so and I've always been a little bit this way and I am so like if you
don't like what you're reading on my beach. It works I TV channel. Right. Yeah, but
this is what but this is what I'm writing on my page I'm writing it, and I'm posting it. I'm
unapologetic about it. It is what it is I said what I said.
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I see that's why you're in it that's what that is why you're in that group, because you
said what you said there with it. You know, I know, it's just, it's become impossible to
be silent about racism and there's racists. Oh my gosh, and bigots everywhere,
everywhere, and you know I think for both of us it's, it's, there's been a sense of
purpose in the anti racism work and, and for me that is really, really, really important
because sometimes you wonder, you know what what what are all my skills for, what
am I doing with this, this gift of writing, what am I doing fitting the world, you know,
right and so now I feel like you know with the writing and the teaching and the
newsletter that I'm doing something that can benefit the world, and you know that's
that's a good at this agent stage, that feels right. Yes, you know,
I mean even for me like I said I have had been performance less prolific, but I know I
do know that some of the pieces that I've written have been are strong,
very strong.
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Yes. And so it's interesting to me to see, you know, that there have been people that
have been swayed by what I have written or that have been informed by what I have
written, you know, even, even my Facebook friends who, you know, for the most part
are quite an erudite bunch I have to say you know I mean, you know, we, you know,
fortunately, move in circles of some well educated and not just educated but smart,
I'm thinking people. Yeah, all about education. No, no. But you know even people
who said oh well at least you know I didn't know about this I had, you know, maybe I
have to go and Google, all these different things, you know you taught me new
vocabulary. Yes, you gave me a different perspective.
Exactly. And I've had somebody say yes I shared a you know you shared some tools
I hadn't heard of you you know you really brought it home to me. And so, you know,
reaching those people is very very important, you know,
so yeah so that sense of purpose. You know, is important, and I again had that
reinforced that life in general have you have to sort of put purpose at its at the centre
of your life.
Absolutely. Absolutely.
I saw sources. What do you want, what do we want for the rest of the year and the
rest of the year is a mere few weeks. Yes, yes. Can I just say, God.
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Well, You know what we want is you know our nearest and dearest who are
travelling to get the requisite negative COVID test so that they can actually come and
see us. Right. That would be you. Great, great Christmas holiday. Looking forward to
it. I mean you know as a family we have not all been together since last Christmas. I
mean, usually in a normal year, you would manage to come by, you know, for a
couple of weeks in the middle of the year, or you know our mother would come and
visit you so none of that has been possible so as we were saying earlier, you know,
this has not been a usual year so we're looking forward to our, our Christmas right
as,
you know, interestingly, me and my, my booth were speaking, most recently but what
is New Year's Eve going to be like this year and then we realise well hang on a
second, actually I guess we got all this off to a start. Last year because if I recall
correctly. Last year we were home watching
movies or something so and I, you know, I don't know, I think I think that's going to be
this year, too. Certainly, you know, because you know who's going to feel
comfortable going out into large gatherings nobody,
you know going to have a, I'm going to have a formal t shirt
with those who those who feel those who want to dress up anyway and stay home
they can do that I will not be that person,
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you funny The funny thing is I remember last year for whatever reason because,
meet me. Maybe, if we're still kind of kind of contemplating you know Are we going to
go Are we not going to go out, whatever. And so I would of course I had actually
brought my New Year's Eve outfit. And so remember I put it all into photos, and then
took it off, and then took it off of the back on a T shirt culture we
had a fabulous day. Oh, it was a great night and I feel like it'd be, I feel like it's gonna
be that again.
I feel like part two is coming up, coming up stronger I'm ready for it. Right. What else
I honestly what I want is for the rest of 2020 2020 I'm speaking to you personally now
twitch Twitch.
No more
foolishness settle yourself.
Listen to it. Listen to it. Listen, no more BS. Right. Okay,
you're on putting you in the naughty corner,
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no fires no floods no plagues no insects, no nothing nothing nothing nothing nothing
he just right up quietly, listen, we had a whole decade's worth of this stuff. And this
one year. Right. And so, so, so right oh, you know, building on that on January 1,
please just like 2021 be a much better easier year, let us let us let us let us draw a
line under the foolishness of 2020. Right. And let us also build on the best of what
we've learned about ourselves and each other this past year because, you know,
there have been, you know there has been growth. There's been personal growth.
And so, although there are a lot of bad things they've also been good things. Well
yeah, right. And so, and so you know let us let us let us build on that in 2021 you
know I wanted I wanted, sort of, you know, go into 2021 positively. Right. Yes,
definitely. I agree, definitely, I agree. And that is, that is that is almost a wrap for our
30th episode or season two.
Now yeah so everybody happy Happy Holidays before we forget.
Yes, happy holidays
last episode for the for the year for the season so happy holidays.
Happy new year in advance. Exactly. And
everybody stay well keep safe now you have an update since about our season
three right yes
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yes no, as we've said before we started this in the middle of the pandemic when we
both had less work. We are back to work. We are human. And we have, you know,
we have, we are overwhelmed, we are. Okay, we're overwhelmed. Yes, and we don't
want to be overwhelmed and we still want to deliver quality. So we're going to be
back in mid January, and then from then on, we're going to be doing two episodes a
month. Right. And so our season three will be probably be a slightly longer season,
but the cadence will be a little slower. Okay, so that is that we should be able to do
that. Yeah, that's the best way for us to continue to give you the quality that you have
come to expect from us. While not overwhelming ourselves. Totally and as you know
as introverts that you know not being overwhelmed is also very important. So we're
going to see you next year. Thank you for listening. We appreciate all and enjoy your
holidays. Bye.
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